
FMIG Program of  
Excellence (PoE) Application

APPLICATIONS ARE DUE APRIL 1, AND CAN BE SUBMITTED ELECTRONICALLY VIA EMAIL TO 
POE@AAFP.ORG. YOU MUST USE THIS TEMPLATE FOR YOUR APPLICATION. It is highly recommended that all 
writing and editing be completed in a shared document (like a Google Document) or in Word, especially if multiple people are 
contributing to or reviewing the application material. When ready to submit the application, transfer the information into this PDF. 
Please fill in the following:

1. Medical School Name:  _________________________________________________________________________________________

2. FMIG Name: __________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. ❍  Main Campus or  ❍  Regionally Separated (branch) campus

a: If regionally separated (branch) campus, name: ____________________________________________________________________

4. Number of students in your medical school:  ________________________________________________________________________

a: If your campus is a regionally separated (branch) campus, number of students on your campus: ____________________________

5. Number of active FMIG members:  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. Number of students serving in FMIG leadership positions: _____________________________________________________________

7. Check all that apply:

❑  Our school does not have a department of family medicine.

❑ Our FMIG has minimal support from our state chapter.

❑  Our school has minimal faculty support (i.e. from Dean, Dept. Chair, etc.).

8. Has your FMIG applied for this award in the past: ❍ YES ❍ NO

9. Has your FMIG won this award in the past: ❍ YES ❍ NO

Contact information: 

10.  Primary Student Leader Name:  ___________________________________________________________________________________

11. Primary Student Leader Email Address:  ____________________________________________________________________________

12. Primary Student Leader Phone:  __________________________________________________________________________________

13. FMIG Faculty Advisor Name(s):  __________________________________________________________________________________

14. FMIG Faculty Advisor Email Address:  ______________________________________________________________________________

15. FMIG Faculty Advisor Phone:  ____________________________________________________________________________________

16.  Institutional Mailing Address:  ____________________________________________________________________________________

CONTINUED

CATEGORICAL OR SPECIAL CONSIDERATION AWARD

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUBMISSION!

EMAIL APPLICATIONS TO:
poe@aafp.org



FMIG OPERATION

Please answer the following three questions to describe your FMIG’s structure and approach to operation. These questions will help 
describe the environment and provide the background for the programming/initiatives/projects section of the application.

17. How is your FMIG structured? What roles do student leaders play?
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CONTINUED



18. Describe your FMIG’s mission and goals.

19. Describe the role of your FMIG Faculty Advisor.
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CONTINUED
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FMIG PROGRAMMING, INITIATIVES, AND PROJECTS

In this section of the application, please describe your FMIG programming. Each block of questions should reflect one program,  
initiative, or project. In total, you may submit three programs, initiatives, or projects, meaning that you may fill out the block of questions 
up to three times total to reflect up to three individual programs, initiatives, or projects.

While there is a three program/initiative/project maximum, there is NO MINIMUM. You are not required to fill out eight separate entries. 

Certain programs can be combined into one entry. For example, National Primary Care Week celebration can be one programming 
entry, and you can describe the week’s activities and how they fit into that initiative.

Questions during the application process can be directed to Marselle Bredemeyer at poe@aafp.org or (913) 906-6368.

•  In what category is your FMIG applying for a categorical or special consideration award?

❍ Community service: What your FMIG does for the community.

❍  Professional development: What your FMIG does to promote professional and/or leadership development among your members.

❍  Exposure to family medicine and family physicians: What your FMIG does to expose its members to family physicians in your
medical school or the community.

❍  Promoting the value of family medicine as primary care: What your FMIG does to tell members about the role of family medicine
in enhancing primary care. This could include the patient-centered medical home, primary care workforce, National Primary Care
Week Activities, or other collaborations with primary care interest groups.

❍  Promoting the scope and diversity of family medicine: What your FMIG does to educate students and increase their understanding
of and appreciation for the broad range of opportunities in family medicine.

❍ Current issues or innovations in family medicine. 

❍ First-time applicant.

❍ Most improved FMIG.

❍ Collaboration with another campus group.

Please indicate which group (SNMA, another primary care interest group, etc.):  ________________________________________

❍ Other: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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PROGRAM/PROJECT/INITIATIVE 1

• Title of FMIG event, project, or initiative: ____________________________________________________________________________

• Date(s) and time(s) held: ________________________________________________________________________________________

• Number of students/student work hours it took to organize: ____________________________________________________________

• Number of students who participated: _____________________________________________________________________________

•  Please describe the event, project, or initiative. Your answers should reflect the program, its goals and objectives, details about how the
idea was generated, how the program was set up, collaboration or community participation, FMIG leader roles, FMIG Faculty Advisor
roles, how family medicine was communicated through the initiative, program execution and student participation, and how your
FMIG evaluated success of the program to plan for the future. If this was an existing program, what changes and improvements did
your FMIG make this year? You will have a 750 word count limit for this section.
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PROGRAM/PROJECT/INITIATIVE 2

• Title of FMIG event, project, or initiative: ____________________________________________________________________________

• Date(s) and time(s) held: ________________________________________________________________________________________

• Number of students/student work hours it took to organize: ____________________________________________________________

• Number of students who participated: _____________________________________________________________________________

•  Please describe the event, project, or initiative. Your answers should reflect the program, its goals and objectives, details about how the
idea was generated, how the program was set up, collaboration or community participation, FMIG leader roles, FMIG Faculty Advisor
roles, how family medicine was communicated through the initiative, program execution and student participation, and how your
FMIG evaluated success of the program to plan for the future. If this was an existing program, what changes and improvements did
your FMIG make this year? You will have a 750 word count limit for this section.
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PROGRAM/PROJECT/INITIATIVE 3

• Title of FMIG event, project, or initiative: ____________________________________________________________________________

• Date(s) and time(s) held: ________________________________________________________________________________________

• Number of students/student work hours it took to organize: ____________________________________________________________

• Number of students who participated: _____________________________________________________________________________

•  Please describe the event, project, or initiative. Your answers should reflect the program, its goals and objectives, details about how the
idea was generated, how the program was set up, collaboration or community participation, FMIG leader roles, FMIG Faculty Advisor
roles, how family medicine was communicated through the initiative, program execution and student participation, and how your
FMIG evaluated success of the program to plan for the future. If this was an existing program, what changes and improvements did
your FMIG make this year? You will have a 750 word count limit for this section.


	Medical School Name: Mercer University School of Medicine 
	FMIG Name: Family Medicine Interest Group at MUSM 
	a If regionally separated branch campus name: Mercer University School of Medicine - Savannah
	Number of students in your medical school: 500
	a If your campus is a regionally separated branch campus number of students on your campus: 250
	Number of active FMIG members: N/A 
	6 Number of students serving in FMIG leadership positions: 4
	Our school does not have a department of family medicine: Off
	Our FMIG has minimal support from our state chapter: Off
	Our school has minimal faculty support ie from Dean Dept Chair etc: Off
	10 Primary Student Leader Name: Chandler Brandenburg
	11 Primary Student Leader Email Address: chandler.brandenburg@gmail.com
	12 Primary Student Leader Phone: 
	13 FMIG Faculty Advisor Names: Dr. Mary Mier 
	14 FMIG Faculty Advisor Email Address: mary.mier2@hcahealthcare.com
	15 FMIG Faculty Advisor Phone: 
	16 Institutional Mailing Address: 1250 E 66th St, Savannah, GA 31404
	Title of FMIG event project or initiative: Procedures Clinics 
	Dates and times held: Contraceptives clinic: 10/8/19 5:30-7PM, MSK/Sports Med clinic: 12/3/19 5:30-7PM
	Number of studentsstudent work hours it took to organize: 8 students/15 hours 
	Number of students who participated: 47 total (25 contraceptives, 22 MSK) 
	Title of FMIG event project or initiative_2: Community Service Initiative 
	Dates and times held_2: Continuous from 8/2019 - 3/2020
	Number of studentsstudent work hours it took to organize_2: 10 students/30 hours 
	Number of students who participated_2: 40 total 
	Title of FMIG event project or initiative_3: Panel Series 
	Dates and times held_3: What is FM: 8/20/19 5:30-6:30PM, Dream Residency: 10/9/19 5:30-6:30PM
	Number of studentsstudent work hours it took to organize_3: 10 students/10 hours
	Number of students who participated_3: 65 total (40 FM, 25 residency)
	Group3: Choice2
	Text4: The FMIG at Mercer University School of Medicine is not organized in a traditional format with established members paying dues and attending meetings regularly. Instead, all interest groups are open-membership with a transient group of students attending meetings that peak their interests. While this provides a large pool of potential attendees and increases overall student exposure to Family Medicine, it manifests as more of a barrier than a benefit. As a result of our always-changing membership, we are limited by finances, attendee inconsistency, and an abrupt halt in participation after year 2 of medical school. Without a stable group of students who are invested and interested in Family Medicine, we are not able to charge membership dues to fund our initiatives. While we do receive some money from our student council and the Georgia Academy of Family Physicians, finances are a continuous hindrance when planning events. Additional strain is placed on the organization as we work to plan events for an unknown number of attendees. We are constantly having to weigh the risks versus benefits of buying enough food and supplies without overshooting and wasting resources. Furthermore, we’re competing against other interest groups for student’s time. For example, there may be 4 interest group events within the span of 1 week. Students often feel they can only give 1 hour to interest groups in one week on top of balancing studying and other extracurriculars and with an M1/M2 student pool of only 120, attendance can plummet. The final strain on our group is lack of longevity due to dropout of M3/M4 students. Because membership isn’t emphasized, when students leave pre-clinical years they also leave interest groups. Our FMIG starts from square one with each new school year because there is no guidance from upperclassmen outside of a 30 minute transition between executive boards. Not only does leadership suffer by having to recreate the wheel each year, but the organization itself and students interested in Family Medicine miss out on all the knowledge and experience that could be provided by upperclassmen. Upperclassmen also lose opportunities to interact intimately with residency directors through FMIG events. We did strive towards establishing a stable membership this year through a joint AAFP/FMIG membership drive. We set up a table before class and provided donuts and coffee to students signing up for both AAFP and FMIG membership. The event was successful as we had 40 students sign up as members of both organizations. Our idea was to offer these members early sign-up for events with attendance limitations as well as plan social events. Although this didn’t quite come to fruition this year, it was a step in the right direction towards bettering our FMIG. Our FMIG is run by an executive board consisting of a president, two vice presidents, treasurer, and secretary. The president is in charge of running both the executive board and general meetings, contacting physicians/speakers for events, and providing support to the rest of the board. The vice presidents are in charge of supporting the president, coordinating event food and location, and assisting with all other event logistics. The treasurer is in charge of acquiring funding from both Mercer and the Georgia Academy of Family Physicians and reimbursing event expenses. The secretary is in charge of taking meeting minutes and scheduling. Although roles are defined for each member of the executive board, we have taken more of an “all hands on deck” approach that I think could be expanded in the future to give more responsibility not only to certain board positions, but also to participating members. Our organization would benefit from having a point person in charge of all aspects of particular initiatives. For example, there could be a chair in charge of all procedures clinics that would become an expert on how to plan and execute clinics. This structure would not put all responsibilities on that one person but would allow for a more efficient process in planning each facet of the FMIG. We are going to work with the newly-elected board to make this a reality in the upcoming year. 
	Text5: The formal mission of the FMIG at Mercer School of Medicine is “to promote student interest in primary care and to educate students about the many opportunities available through a career in Family Medicine.” This mission has led us to constantly strive towards increasing student exposure to the scope of Family Medicine and grow our membership in accordance with the AAFP’s 25 x 2030 initiative. Traditionally, this mission has been accomplished through a series of panels and lectures enhanced by 1-2 hands-on procedure clinics. However, the 2019-2020 leadership of the FMIG expanded this mission to include cultivating skills necessary for becoming an academically excellent, community-responsive physician. The first of these expansions equipped student members with resources for academic success by providing access to AAFP question banks and coordinating events that paralleled our curriculum. The second addition fostered a deeper relationship with the surrounding community of Savannah, Georgia by promoting member involvement in several local volunteer and community-service opportunities.
	Text6: Dr. Mary Mier is an attending physician at Memorial Health, the FM clerkship coordinator, and FMIG faculty advisor. Her passion for student education makes her the perfect fit to serve in these roles. She is a proponent of early integration of clinical medicine into the medical curriculum. Therefore, it comes as no surprise that she is a cornerstone in the procedure clinics we organize for our student body. She values our students so much that she stepped in when interest groups other than the FMIG experienced obstacles. For example, the OBGYN IG planned a procedure clinic and discovered the OB residents would not be able to attend only hours prior to the start of the clinic. Dr. Mier and a group of FM residents she rapidly recruited ensured the clinic happened without hesitation. Her willingness in this situation demonstrated the extent to which Dr. Mier will go to support student education. Dr. Mier was also integral in planning FMIG events. Even after long days in the clinic, she always made time to attend our executive board meetings to discuss our community outreach projects and prepare for future procedure clinics. Her leadership skills were made even more apparent by the way in which she allowed us to independently lead while serving as support. She never imposed  her ideas but instead supplemented ours and let us do what we thought would most benefit our classmates. 
	Text7: 
	Text8: 
	Text9: The most popular events held by interest groups are procedures clinics, with each IG at Mercer holding ~ 1/year. This year, the FMIG worked tirelessly to offer 2 procedures clinics (with anticipation of a third that was canceled due to COVID-19). We hosted a contraceptives clinic and MSK/Sports medicine clinic with ideas generated through conversations with the executive board, faculty advisor, and classmates. The goals of the clinics included:   1. Exposing students to the breadth of FM through collaboration with other IGs    2. Encouraging student-physician interaction through residency program participation    3. Providing students opportunities to practice clinical skills We emphasized exposure to the breadth of Family Medicine by choosing topics that showcased the varied procedures completed regularly at FM practices. Our faculty advisor was integral in helping us make improvements by communicating 2 problems with previous clinics:    1. Clinics only focused on 1 skill, resulting in students quickly losing interest and wasting the time/expertise of participating physicians    2. Clinics did not have enough physicians for the number of students, taking away from individualized and efficacious instruction We successfully built on these ideas and incorporated a variety of skills into each clinic and decreased the number of students/physician. Contraceptives Clinic: The contraceptives clinic was planned a month in advance through a joint effort between members of the executive board and our faculty advisor. We contacted both the OBGYN and Women in Medicine Interest Groups who were enthusiastic about collaborating, and then contacted attendings and residents from the OBGYN and FM residency programs at our associated hospital. Our faculty advisor and president worked to secure supplies by contacting the school’s clinical skills department and pharmaceutical representatives, our VP ordered dinner, and our secretary reserved the room. 25 students (11 M1s, 13 M2s, 1 M3s), 3 FM physicians, and 3 OBGYN physicians participated. A FM physician gave a contraceptives overview lecture that detailed benefits/risks of various contraceptive options while students ate. Students then rotated through 3 stations run by 1 OBGYN and 1 FM physician. The stations were as follows: nexplanon insertions, IUD insertions, and pap smears. Each station included actual tools used in clinic that were provided by pharmaceutical representatives in addition to pelvic models provided by the clinical skills department. This clinic did an excellent job showcasing the breadth of FM and collaboration necessary between both FM and OBGYN physicians to provide comprehensive care. I even heard a student remark that they had no idea FM physicians were able to deliver babies or insert IUDs! To measure success, we asked students to complete a survey from the AAFP FMIG website. Remarkable results include the following:    -100% of students felt this clinic expanded their knowledge of FM    -100% of students felt the value of the topic and quality of content was a 5/5    -100% of students gave the clinic an overall rating of 5/5    -70% of students reported that the clinic had a substantial impact on their level of interest in a career in FM either stating FM may be right for them or is becoming more interesting In addition to continuing the general improvements made this year, I will suggest that next year’s group incorporate more into the IUD insertion station as it ran short compared to other stations. MSK/Sports Medicine Clinic:The planning and set up of the MSK/Sports Medicine clinic was identical to that of the Contraceptives clinic with the only difference being collaboration between the FMIG and Point of Care Ultrasound IG. 22 students (1 M1, 21 M2s), 2 FM physicians, and 3 Internal Medicine physicians participated. An IM physician gave an overview that demonstrated ultrasound visualization of the shoulder joint of a standardized patient. Students then rotated through 3 stations run by a mix of FM and IM physicians. The stations were as follows: clinical MSK exam, joint injections, and joint visualization using ultrasound. The injection station utilized a model from the FM clinic that beeped when students found the joint space. The ultrasound station utilized butterfly iQ ultrasound units. Again, this clinic did an excellent job showcasing the breadth of FM but had an added element of student interest as enthusiasm was extremely high during the entire event. Unfortunately, we failed to collect student feedback from this event. In addition to continuing the general improvements made this year, I will suggest collaboration with the Internal Medicine IG and setting an official timer to mark station times since students lingered at the US stations causing a slight back up in rotation. 
	Text10: The FM residency program at Mercer’s associated hospital inspired our FMIG to focus on the ways in which we could serve our community of Savannah, GA. The program is extremely community-focused and is constantly finding new ways to serve Savannah, especially the homeless population. Their passion for the community is contagious and resulted in our creating several service initiatives. Our goals in launching these initiatives included:    1. Establishing opportunities that can be sustained for years to come   2. Building trust between the community and medical students/professionals    3. Exposing students to the ways in which they can help (even prior to having the title of “Doctor”)    4. Demonstrating the community focus of Family Medicine to students Our advisor was essential in helping us traverse obstacles and acquire supplies to make our service initiatives a reality. Additionally, it took perseverance by our leadership team to get a foot in the door at the places in which we wanted to serve.Beach High School Medical and Allied Health Pathway Meetings:Beach High School is an underfunded public school with low proficiency scores across the board. They recently began offering a new Medical and Allied Health Pathway Curriculum that prepares each participating student for a future in healthcare. The president of our FMIG worked as a high school teacher prior to entering medical school and, because of that, started reaching out to high schools across the city looking for ways to get involved. During the 2019-2020 school year, our FMIG planned and executed monthly meetings from September to February for Health Pathway students. Each meeting was run by 4-5 medical students with 30-40 high school students participating. Meeting topics included:    -Learning to take blood pressure measurements    -Hearing from a medical student panel    -Exploring anatomy prosections (including a real human heart!)    -Practicing a clinical neurology exam Success was measured with a post-meeting survey each month with questions inquiring about vocational and educational skill preparation as well as enjoyability of the events. Students exclusively either “agreed” or “strongly agreed” that meetings were preparing them for a future in medicine and always answered enthusiastically about how interesting and enjoyable meetings were. Memorial Medical Explorers:Memorial Medical Explorers is a program sponsored by the Boy Scouts of America geared towards exposing public high school students in Chatham County to careers in the healthcare field. They hold monthly meetings in various healthcare facilities across coastal Georgia. Mercer FMIG students were involved in planning and executing 3 of those meetings during the 2019-2020 school year. Involvement in the program was initiated by the FMIG president contacting the head of programming after hearing about the group from an upperclassman. Each meeting was run by 5 medical students with 25 high school students participating. Meeting topics included:    -Hearing from a medical student panel   -Exploring anatomy prosections with MUSM anatomy professors in the MUSM anatomy lab    -Practicing a HEENT clinical exam in the MUSM clinical skills simulation doctors office A survey identical to that used at Beach High School was used after each meeting to measure success. Results were very similar with all students feeling meetings were not only helpful but fun. Primary Care Week:During Primary Care Week, our FMIG participated not only through learning about primary care but also by participating. On “Health Disparities Day of Action”, 4 students performed health screenings at the Emmaus House in downtown Savannah. The Emmaus House is a non-profit focused on confronting food insecurity, particularly in the homeless population. The FMIG president contacted the Homeless Authority and met with a liason who works regularly with the homeless population. The president met with the head of the Emmaus House and members of the homeless population to serve as a familiar face on the day of screenings. The idea for screenings resulted from student experience screening at farmers markets in the county. Screening was simple to implement at the Emmaus House during their weekly breakfast service. Students approached clients as they lined up outside the building and either mobilized screenings or invited people back to the tent to have blood pressure, sugar, and BMI screened. The screening was a huge success as it built a trusting relationship between the Homeless Authority, Emmaus House, and Mercer students. Additionally, many meaningful conversations were had with those being screened concerning their health. Our hope is for next year’s FMIG to implement more regular screenings at the Emmaus House. On “National Coming Out Day”, 4 students sold pronoun and LGBTQ flag pins at school and raised $150 for the Savannah LGBT Center. 
	Text11: Our FMIG hosted two physician panels throughout the year:   1. What is Family Medicine?    2. Landing Your Dream Primary Care Residency Even though having two panels was an improvement from one panel in the previous year, we were hoping to do one last panel in April comparing FM physicians to their counterparts in other specialties (FM w/ OBGYN focus vs. OBGYN) but could not due to COVID-19. What is Family Medicine? The goals of this panel included:    1. Exposing students to the breadth of practice in FM by including physicians specializing in various areas   2. Busting myths about practicing as an FM physician    3. Gauging interest for membership in our FMIG The idea for this panel came from a similar event hosted by the FMIG previously. However, we made minor improvements by hosting a more varied group of physicians, holding the meeting earlier in the year, and adding a membership drive. Set up began with the president and faculty advisor working to recruit a group of FM physicians to participate. The VP and treasurer arranged dinner with the secretary booking the room and creating deliverables. The executive board worked together to create questions. The panel consisted of 7 practicing FM physicians - 3 OBGYN focused (including our faculty advisor), 2 sports medicine focused, 1 hospitalist, and 1 resident. The varied experience of the panel provided excellent discussion and many different viewpoints for student consideration. Some of the questions addressed included:    -How is FM different from other primary care specialities?    -What’s the biggest misconception about FM?    -Can you specialize within FM? What are FM fellowships?    -What is the future of FM? Are FM physicians in demand? Approximately half of the discussion was prompted by premeditated questions, but the other half consisted of  student questions that we had to cut short due to time constraints. This was our most well-attended meeting (and maybe most well-attended of all IG meetings) with 40 students attending. At the end of the meeting, a membership recruitment drive took place in the form of passing around a sign-up sheet and having students become “members”. Additionally, students completed the AAFP FMIG survey and remarkable results included:    -100% of students felt this clinic expanded their knowledge of FM    -80% of students felt the value of the topic and quality of content was a 5/5 with the other 20% rating 4/5   -70% of students gave the panel an overall rating of 5/5 with the other 30% rating 4/5   -64% of students reported that the panel had a substantial impact on their level of interest in a career in FM either stating FM may be    right for them or is becoming more interesting Landing Your Dream Primary Care Residency:This panel took place during primary week and goals included:    1. Providing students an intimate setting to speak with various primary care residency directors     2. Engaging upperclassmen    3. Promoting the importance of students entering into primary care fields The idea for this panel was a result of wanting to involve M3/M4 students and brainstorming the type of event that would be a valuable use of their time. A meeting between M4 students and residency directors takes place annually, but is not open to M1/M2/M3 students. Therefore, this panel was an unprecedented opportunity for all groups to be in the same room. The president and faculty advisor began planning early as our FMIG wanted to collaborate with the other primary care IGs. We reached out to the pediatric, internal, surgery, emergency, psych, and OBGYN IGs in hopes of collaborating. Only internal and pediatric IGs were able to provide speakers, and our faculty advisor - who serves on the FM residency selection board - spoke on the panel. The internal, FM, and pediatric IG executive boards worked together to provide food, book a room, and create questions for the panel. We achieved our major goal of involving upperclassmen as 3 M3s attended in addition to 2 M1s, 20 M2s, and both our Dean of Students and Campus Dean. The floor was open to student questions immediately, and some of the questions addressed included:    -How do you rank different residency application components?   -What’s the question you see interviewees struggle with the most during interviews?    -How important is it to complete away rotations? Although a survey was not completed following the meeting, student feedback was very positive with the attending M3s stating that more of their classmates should have attended as the session was invaluable. They mentioned marketing the panel to M3s more aggressively 
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